
Writing Coherently

Clear writing involves paying attention to how each paragraph is structured, how sentences are linked to each other
(sentence cohesion), and how each paragraph contributes to the writer’s purpose. 

Paragraph structure: Each paragraph should have a single focus, usually stated in the first sentence of the
paragraph. Each sentence in the paragraph should include details that relate to the main idea or focus. 

Cohesion: Cohesion in writing refers to the connections within and between sentences that make the intended
meaning clear and easy to follow for the reader. Specific strategies (or devices) are used to convey the relationship
between ideas in our sentences. They include using transitional words and phrases (e.g., therefore, for instance,
so), repeating key words, and using reference words (e.g., this, it, them) that refer back to something already stated. 

1 Read the letter. Answer the questions below. 

1. What is the purpose of the letter? 

2. What is the purpose and main idea of each paragraph? 

3. In each paragraph, is each sentence related to the main idea? 

4. Within each paragraph, identify words that are used to connect or link information within a
sentence or from one sentence to another. 

Chief of Appeals, Tax Services Office

Re: Objection to 2007 reassessment

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to object to my 2007 income tax return re-assessment. Yesterday, I received my 2008 Notice
of Assessment. It notified me that although I was granted a refund of $780, Canada Revenue Agency used
$730 of it to pay off the balance I owed from a 2007 re-assessment. I do not agree with the re-assessment.

Several months ago, I received a phone call from a CRA officer, who informed me that CRA was re-assessing
my 2007 income tax return. The officer said that the earnings I made from caring for my neighbour’s
daughter should have been listed on my tax return as employment income, but I listed them as occasional
earnings. She said that because those earnings are employment income, I should have made CPP
payments on those amounts. 

I do not agree that these care-giving earnings are employment income. I believe they are occasional earnings
for two reasons. First, it is not my regular employment. I am employed in a full-time position at Harlo
Industries. Second, I am taking care of my neighbour’s daughter as a favour. Because I have flexible work
hours, I was available to take care of her before and after school and I agreed to do so temporarily as a
favour to her. She insisted on paying me a small amount for this care.

Please review this objection. I am enclosing copies of my 2008 Notice of Assessment, my 2007 re-assessment,
my 2007 T4 slip from my employer, and receipts I provided to my neighbour for the care of her child in
2007. I would be pleased to discuss this matter with you. 

Sincerely,
Janika Eldo
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Writing Coherently (Cont.)

2� Search the Internet for tips on writing coherently. Choose one tip you want to work on. Share this
tip with the class. 

Possible search terms: cohesive writing; clear writing; coherent writing

3 The letter below contains some information that is not relevant. Underline that information and
compare with a classmate.

4 Rewrite the letter. Include short clear paragraphs that provide only the necessary details. Make
sure your letter is coherent. State the purpose of your letter in the opening paragraph. Provide
relevant details in the middle paragraphs. In the final paragraph, request action and include
closing remarks. 

Samba Airline
5555 Airport Rd.
Ottawa, ON
K2T 9V6
Attention: Customer Service

Dear Sir/Madam:

Last December, my husband and I planned a trip to Cuba to celebrate our tenth wedding
anniversary. This was our first trip overseas since we came to Canada eight years ago and
we were very excited about it. We made all the arrangements through Niko Travel agency in
Ottawa and our flight was with your airline.

When we got to the airport on January 12th, we checked our two suitcases. We also had two
pieces of carry-on luggage with us – my husband’s laptop and my overnight bag. The flight was
great and we have no complaints about the service on the plane. Everyone was very friendly
and helpful to us. But the problem was that when we arrived in Cuba, we found out that one
of the bags we had checked at the airport in Ottawa was missing. We were very upset because
this suitcase contained all of my husband’s clothes and other personal belongings. I am requesting
that you reimburse us for the cost of a new suitcase and the clothing we had to purchase to
replace what was lost by your airline. I am enclosing all of the receipts for the items we
purchased. Your immediate attention to this matter would be very much appreciated.

We reported the missing bag to your airline representative at the airport in Cuba and she told
us she would get in touch with us if the bag turned up. After a few days in Cuba and still no
suitcase, my husband and I had to go shopping and buy all new clothes for him to wear.
Three weeks have now passed and we still do not have the suitcase.

Sincerely,
Tina Lopez
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